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Free Essays from Bartleby | The major endeavours of Henry VIII during his reign over England from to included the Field
of the Cloth of Gold and.

Six years following the birth of his illegitimate son, Henry decided he was done with Catherine, and became
more intrigued with the sister of one of his past mistresses, Anne Boleyn. The unique qualities of Katherine
are achieved through Shakespeare's careful accretion of rhetorical devices in her speeches He married six
wives in pursuit for a healthy male heir and political alliance. King Henry later in his years became
outrageously fat. She had fought her way to the throne ever since she was a young adult. As a youth he was
gay and handsome, skilled in all manner of athletic games, but in later life he became coarse and fat.
Nonetheless he possessed considerable political insight, and he provided England with a visible and active
national leader. Arthur was older than Henry and was expected to be the heir of the throne. The book is written
in third person as most of biographies are. He studied French, Latin, Philosophy and Mathematics and liked to
play all kinds of music. No king has left such a profound impact on the past accounts of his country, or has
been the focus of controversial topics that have made lasting contributions to his country. Each one of them
sends a shock wave of fear into the people who are well aware of their work. Forcing people to follow a
certain religion and do what he told them to do was one of his lowest achievements. Also, many say that the
reformation started because of Anne Boleyn before being taken off, for religion in itself. He reigned over
England from, 21st April until, 28th January  He was born at Greenwich on June 28,  Henry became king
when he was just eighteen years old. Arthur was older than Henry and was expected to be the heir of the
throne. He was known as a protector of art and loved riding horses. Boleyn was executed for being a whore
when Elizabeth was only years old Starkey  Sir Thomas More happens to share the same name as the author of
Utopia, and many of the characters share names and backstories with respective real life counterparts, like
Peter Giles The needs and wants of the masses were not taken into consideration Despite not having the same
authority as his contemporary European monarchs, Henry was the recipient of two very important
prerequisites for a successful reign. In Henry's father died, and he succeeded him. Through this quote it is
learned of the significance of the Catholic Church saw to staying together and avoiding a schism a split
between parties based on different beliefs. He married six wives during his life, and he influenced England a
lot during his reign.


